
†ThreatWatch is a next generation Threat Management platform
that finds and prioritizes potential cyber threats and security
weaknesses affecting any attack surface, early and without using
scanner appliances or bulky agents.

This case study with one of our Fortune 100 social media
customer explores the challenges of securing a DevSecOps
pipeline for container based applications and enabling DevOps
engineers to easily secure their own container applications.

How ThreatWatch helped a Fortune 100 social

media customer significantly improve the

effectiveness of their container security and

DevSecOps program 
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The available container security tool set was
centralized and managed by a product security
team. It involved DevOps engineers submitting
their container images and artifacts in a scan
queue and wait for results before moving ahead.
This resulted in significant delays of days to
weeks before individual development images
could be ready for production or release. The
DevOps team was thus heavily dependent on the
centralized tool set to certify their container
apps.

Developers could only request scans on
individual container images and artifacts as they
were being developed. This meant that they had
no easy way of tracking vulnerabilities on older or
recently scanned images on a continuous basis.
This resulted in serious gaps in patching critical
emerging vulnerabilities on the container
applications that were being shipped. Customers
on the other hand were reporting issues by
running scans with their tools and requesting
fixes, making the entire process out of tune with
the release cycle.

Most container scanning tools use a charge-per-
scan or charge-per-developer model which can
get out of hand pretty quickly for a growing
engineering team. Agile teams need security
services on-demand. Developers were required
to run these checks on their private builds where
as the while process catered only for integration
checks during release.

Centralized container security tool set

Lack of continuous vulnerability assessments

Challenges

 Scanning costs
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ThreatWatch provided a de-centralized solution
which was friendly and accessible to developers.
Engineers could sign-up to a dedicated portal,
discover and scan their container artifacts in just
a few minutes without relying on central teams. 
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Approach
Developer friendly security self certification

ThreatWatch allowed for container images and
applications to be discovered and represented
as virtual assets. This meant that once a
container image or artifact was discovered it
could be assessed continuously for emerging
threats and vulnerabilities using cutting edge
vulnerability intelligence curated by ThreatWatch
without requiring periodic scans.

Continuous automated vulnerability assessments

ThreatWatch pricing for any SKU is independent
of number of users or scans. Periodic scanning is
unnecessary since the ThreatWatch platform
ensures continuous automated assessment
against new and emerging threats. A dedicated
portal with unlimited user sign-ups offers even
more value.

Simplified pricing
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Developers empowered with simple image
discovery CLI were able to discover and scan
their images in minutes rather than days. This
resulted in better turnaround for DevOps teams
and improved overall cyber hygiene for their
container applications.
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Results
Container scans completed in minutes rather than days

ThreatWatch ensured that the virtual container
image assets were continuously assessed for
vulnerabilities without requiring periodic scans.
In some cases the vulnerabilities were discovered
up to 3 months earlier than other scanning
tools.

Early detection of vulnerabilities without periodic scans

Simplified pricing based on dedicated instance
usage rather than scan / developer based
metering helped lower the cost of securing the
DevOps pipeline for container images.

Reduced DevSecOps costs
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Easy, DevOps friendly usage
Continuous assessments
Simplified pricing

ThreatWatch, with its unique approach to proactive security is designed to provide:

These features helped bring a huge improvement in securing the container DevOps security at the
social media customer while reducing the overheads and costs of running the program.
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Conclusion
Reduced scan times, better cyber hygiene, lower costs
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